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ABSTRACT
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) has shown a great potential as a complementary imaging tool in the diagnosis of
skin diseases. Speckle noise is the most prominent artifact present in OCT images and could limit the interpretation and
detection capabilities. In this work we propose a new speckle reduction process and compare it with various denoising
filters with high edge-preserving potential, using several sets of dermatological OCT B-scans. To validate the
performance we used a custom-designed spectral domain OCT and two different data set groups. The first group
consisted in five datasets of a single B-scan captured N times (with N<20), the second were five 3D volumes of 25 Bscans. As quality metrics we used signal to noise (SNR), contrast to noise (CNR) and equivalent number of looks (ENL)
ratios. Our results show that a process based on a combination of a 2D enhanced sigma digital filter and a wavelet
compounding method achieves the best results in terms of the improvement of the quality metrics. In the first group of
individual B-scans we achieved improvements in SNR, CNR and ENL of 16.87 dB, 2.19 and 328 respectively; for the
3D volume datasets the improvements were 15.65 dB, 3.44 and 1148. Our results suggest that the proposed
enhancement process may significantly reduce speckle, increasing SNR, CNR and ENL and reducing the number of
extra acquisitions of the same frame.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive technique that presents a view of the superficial layers of tissue
in vivo and in real-time [1]. It is broadly used as a diagnostic tool in ophthalmology since its introduction and has been
proven as a useful tool in other specialties like dermatology for the diagnosis of skin diseases. In particular OCT has
shown promising results as a non-invasive alternative to excisional biopsy helping in the detection of tumors, such as
malignant melanoma and basal cell carcinoma, complementing other imaging tools such as dermatoscopy or confocal
laser scan microscopy [2, 3]. Speckle noise is the most prominent artifact present in OCT images. It limits the
interpretation and diagnosis and reduces the contrast and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) [4]. In images of highly
scattering biological tissues, speckle has a dual role as a source of noise and a carrier of information on tissue
microstructure. So special care should be taken, because removing the speckle could imply deleting useful information.
Much work has been performed for reducing speckle noise. We can make a first classification of speckle reduction
techniques in software and hardware solutions. The hardware based techniques require the modification in the optical
setup or change of scanning protocols. The goal is to obtain several tomograms that are averaged to get final images
with a reduction in speckle contrast. The main challenge of these methods is to acquire images in a way that the speckle
pattern changes, but produce a minimum alteration of the image structure. We can divide hardware techniques into serial
and parallel [5]. The parallel hardware speckle reduction methods acquire tomograms with different speckle patterns
used for averaging at the same time. The differentiation of speckle patterns has been achieved applying light with
different polarizations emitted by two sources [6], by frequency compounding, with the incoherent summation of the
magnitudes of two incoherent interferometric signals recorded at two different center wavelengths simultaneously [7],
using a partially spatially coherent source [8]. The serial technique is simpler. It consists in the acquisition of several Bscans in consecutive time intervals from the same location of the sample, but with a slightly changed ensemble of the
illuminated scattering particles [5, 9]. Another popular approach of differentiating speckle pattern is averaging
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tomographic images acquired from different observation angles. This method is usually known as “angular
compounding” and has been developed in several modalities, using path length encoding and averaging images obtained
at different incident angles with each image encoded by path length [10], through Doppler encoding [11] or using
multiple backscattering angles encoding [12]. Finally in the last few years several methods have been proposed to
improve the lateral resolution beyond the diffraction limit using structured interferences in a similar way as in confocal
microscopy [13, 14].
Software based speckle reduction techniques have as main advantage that they could be applied to almost all 2D and 3D
images acquired by an OCT device without changing the acquisition setup. The drawback is that they could need high
computation needs and could affect the resolution of the image. We can include in this group multiple methods like local
averaging over neighboring A-scans of each tomogram [15], averaging multiple B-scans [16], applying rotation kernel
transformations to each tomogram [17], wavelet transform [4, 18, 19], image regularization [20], curvelet transform
[21, 22], complex diffusion filtering [23], or digital filtering the B-scans [4] which is the approach followed in our study.

2.

METHODS

2.1. Denoising filters
In this study we define a new process for speckle reduction based on the assessment of several denoising filters and their
potential use in dermatological OCT imaging. We include in the evaluation well known 2D filters previously used in
speckle reduction, such as versions of Enhanced Sigma (ES) [24], Adaptive Wiener (AW) [25], Median [25], Adaptive
Wavelet Thresholding (AWT) [26] filters and the more recent Stein’s unbiased risk estimate (SURE) method [27]. We
also evaluate the combination of previous 2D filters with B-Scan fusion based on wavelets decomposition (WFS) [28]
and wavelet denoising considering multiple B-scans (WMF) [29] to prove the improvement of this strategy with respect
to just filtering 2D B-scans or just compounding multiple B-scans. Finally we propose the best combination of all the
filters assessed in the resulting denoising process.
The Sigma Filter, also known as Lee Filter [30], is based on the two-sigma probability of Gaussian distribution and
incorporates the speckle multiplicative noise model. Besides its simplicity it provides a good balance between filtering
accuracy and computational complexity. We use an implementation that improves the preservation of small edges
decomposing the image in several components and applying the sigma filter (ES) to them. Adaptive Wiener filter (AW)
calculates the local mean, the variance and the noise power estimation and uses these local statistics adaptively to
generate a pixelwise Wiener filter. The Adaptive Wavelet Thresholding (AWT) performs a discrete wavelet transform
and estimates the noise standard deviation from the detail coefficients at the first level, defines an adaptive threshold
based on the previous estimation and a penalization method provided by Birgé-Massart, applies a global soft threshold
to the coefficients and finally performs the inverse discrete wavelet transform [5]. The value of the median filter in
suppression of impulsive noise has long been recognized. Median filtering is often effective for speckle reduction. It
uses the median intensity in a suitable sized and shaped region Wij surrounding the pixel (i,j) of interest; hence it
eliminates any impulsive artifacts with an area (in pixels) less than half the region size ||Wij ||. The Stein’s unbiased risk
estimate (SURE) method is a new approach to orthonormal wavelet image denoising. The algorithm parametrizes the
denoising process as a sum of elementary nonlinear processes with unknown weights. The method uses a priori
estimation of the Mean Square Error (MSE) resulting from an arbitrary processing of noisy data. Instead of the usual
strategy of the wavelet denoising method that involves statistical description of the coefficient distribution, an estimation
of the statistical parameters and a search of the best denoising algorithm based on them, this filter takes advantage of
Stein´s MSE estimate and goes directly to the last step, without considering the statistical description or making explicit
hypotheses on the clean image.
Finally as we work with 3D volumes (sets of multiple B-scans), we have also evaluated two methods based on
compounding strategies. The Image Fusion (WFS) based on wavelet decomposition transforms the original images
(adjacent B-scans in our study) combines the coefficients on the transformed space and then applies the inverse
transform to obtain the final result [28]. The Wavelet Multiframe (WMF) algorithm [29] uses wavelet decompositions
of single frames for a local noise and structure estimation. Based on this analysis, the wavelet detail coefficients are
weighted, averaged and reconstructed. In both cases we use two consecutive frames (or B-scans) to perform the
calculations.
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2.2. Quality metrics
We evaluate filter perform
mance through common specckle-reduction
n performancee metrics [4, 118, 20, 31] inccluding Signall
to Noise Ratiio (SNR), Conntrast to Noisse Ratio (CNR
R) and Equivaalent Number of Looks (EN
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where n referrs to the fact that
t
the imagee quality is noormalized, i.e. the filter thatt performed thhe best in, forr example, thee
SNR criteria,, SNRn is equual to one. Thherefore FOM
M of 4 indicattes that the fillter performedd the best in all the imagee
quality ratios (SNR, CNR, ENL and EEII).
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3.

EXPERIIMENTS AN
ND RESULTS
S

Five dataset with 25 B-scans (1000x6880 pixels) andd five dataset with N B-scaans (800x14000 pixels and N<20) of thee
matological huuman in-vivo tissue with a
same locationn for the quanntitative evaluuation were accquired by scanning a derm
custom-desiggned spectral domain OC
CT system operating in the 1300 nm
m wavelengthh region. Th
he broadbandd
superluminesscent diode opperated at a cennter wavelenggth of 1320 nm
m and had a fuull-width at haalf-maximum bandwidth off
100 nm. The system was capable
c
of prooviding axial and
a transversee resolutions of
o 8 µm and 220 µm respectiively. Typicall
mensions coveered a volumee of 7x3.5x1..5 mm3 (1024x512x1024 voxels). The speckle redu
uction processs
scanning dim
proposed inclludes four main steps.

Figure 1. Speckle
S
Reducttion Process forr dermatologicaal OCT images. The input of thhe process is a sstack of B-scan
ns. The tests
prepareed in this study considered
c
3D volumes and siingle B-scans accquired multiplle times.
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The pre-processing step consists in the alignment of the image stack, adjusting each A-line of each image to keep the
edge between the skin and the air constant in all the images.
The next step is the digital filtering of each B-scan before the B-scan compounding operation. For each individual Bscan the four digital filters described were applied: the ES filter with a window size of 5 pixels, the AW filter with
window size of 5 pixels and a noise estimation based in the mode, the AWT filter with the wavelet family Coiflet 2, a
level of decomposition of 3, and an estimation of the noise based on the detail coefficients of the first level. The Median
filter considered the median value in a 3-by-3 neighborhood around the corresponding pixel. Finally for the SURE
method we used the wavelet family Coiflet 2. The detail description of the previous parameters is beyond the scope of
this paper. A complete description of these methods can be found in [24-29].
In the third step we apply the two proposed compounding filters (WFS and WMF) with groups of two adjacent B-scans
previously filtered. For WFS we use the wavelet family Coiflet 1, the maximum fusion method for the approximation
coefficients, the minimum for the details component and a level of decomposition equal to 6. For WMF we use 5 as
decomposition levels, the Haar basis family, p controlling the noise reduction of 1.1 and as weight mode a combination
of significance and correlation weights.
Finally we calculate the quality metrics (SNR, CNR, ENL and EEI) and display the results. The original raw B-scans
quality metrics are shown in Table 1. Tables 2 show the subsequent improvement of the quality metrics with respect to
these values except EEI which always compares the filtered and the original values (see (4)).
SNR(dB)
Set 1
Set 2
21.96±0.76
23.47±0.17

CNR
Set 1
1.21±0.17

ENL
Set 2
1.45±0.12

Set 1
60±7

Set 2
42±11

EEI
Set 1
20.92±2.43

Table 1. Mean ± Standard Deviation of the initial values of the quality metrics of the five 3D datasets (Set 1) and the five 2D
datasets (Set 2) used for the evaluation of the speckle reduction process.

The results show that all the denoising filters improve the image quality metrics (SNR, CNR, ENL and EEI). The best
results are accomplished using the combination of digital filtering individual B-scans with the Enhanced Sigma Filter
followed by the image compounding of two consecutive B-scans using the WMF algorithm (Table 2).
Filter Name
ES/WMF
AWT/WMF
AW/WMF
AWT/WFS
ES/WFS
MD/WMF
AW/WFS
SURE/WMF
MD/WFS
SURE/WFS

SNR(dB)
Set 1
Set 2
15.65±3.44
16.87±2.66
15.91±4.15
13.27±1.5
15.37±3.84
13.27±1.73
14.74±2.72
12.46±1.13
13.1±1.77
15.27±2.38
13.47±2.74
10.81±2.38
12.83±2.08
11.56±1.27
10.84±1.76
8.71±1.46
10.15±0.87
8.70±1.38
6.98±0.45
6.04±0.56

CNR
Set 1
3.44±0.68
3.04±0.53
2.97±3.84
2.86±0.59
2.9±0.67
2.39±0.54
2.97±0.64
1.85±0.37
1.84±0.38
1.19±0.25

ENL
Set 2
2.19±0.12
2.14±0.17
2.28±0.15
1.97±0.15
1.93±0.23
1.46±0.14
1.97±0.22
0.92±0.08
1.25±0.08
0.74±0..07

Set 1
1148±239
980±331
916±322
813±241
769±94
612±214
633±153
377±130
363±64
180±32

Set 2
328±98
255±117
280±100
207±89
247±62
139±48
218±65
72±29
119±38
65±25

EEI
Set 1
2.25±0.2
1.88±0.15
2.09±0.16
1.62±0.15
1.72±0.16
2.04±0.14
1.72±0.16
1.72±0.16
1.61±0.13
1.39±0.11

Table 2. Mean ± Standard Deviation of the improvement of the Enhancement metrics of the five 3D datasets used for the evaluation
(Set 1) and the five 2D datasets (Set 2). The filters are ordered according to their FOM ratio values.

With this strategy the quality metrics increase for all the filters and reduce the speckle noise, improving the possible
study of details in the image. In figures 1 and 2 we can appreciate an example of the effect of the application of the
complete speckle reduction process in two B-scans. As we can notice in the detail white boxes of figure 2, one of the
advantages of this process is that it is possible to appreciate more clearly the different layers of the skin.
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Figure 1. Derrmatological OC
CT raw imagee before enhanccement processs (Left) B-Scann #1, Set 1, Sttack 1. Initial quality
q
metricss
SNR=21.89 dB
B, CNR=1.16 and
a ENL=86.055. (Right) B-Scaan #1, Set 1 Staack4. Initial quaality metrics SN
NR=22.21 dB, CNR=1.57 andd
ENL=70.36. ROIs
R
used for thhe calculation of
o the quality ratios
r
marked. White
W
rectanglee is used for nooise estimation,, red rectangless
represent the homogeneous
h
reegions (H=4) annd green rectanngles the non-ho
omogeneous reegions. The sum
m of both are ussed to calculatee
the CNR (R=9).

Figure 2. (Firsst Row) Dermaatological OCT image (B-Scann #1, Set1, Stacck1) after applyying the compleete enhancemen
nt process withh
ES Filter folloowed by the WMF algorithhm. Final quality metrics SN
NR=40.30 dB, CNR=4.57 annd ENL=1563.. Enhancementt
improvement values
v
SNR=188.41 dB, CNR = 3.41 and ENL
L=1447.7. Vertiical white line corresponds
c
to A
A-Line #150. On
O the right, A-Line #150 proofile of the raw
w image (blacck), the ES/WM
MF result (red
d) and AW/WF
FS (blue) resullt B-Scan #1. (Second Row))
Dermatologicaal OCT image (B-Scan
(
#1, Sett1, Stack4) afteer applying the complete enhaancement proceess with ES Filtter followed byy
the WMF algorithm. Final quuality metrics SN
NR=40.87 dB, CNR=6.54 and
d ENL=919. Ennhancement impprovement valu
ues SNR=18.677
dB, CNR=4.966 and ENL=8499. Vertical white line correspoonds to A-Linee #204. On the right, A-Line ##204 profile off the raw imagee
(black), the ES
S/WMF result (rred) and AWT//WFS (blue) ressult B-Scan #1.
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Finally the Figgure of Merit off both sets consiidering all the metrics
m
accordin
ng with the prevvious results is::

Figure 3. (Lefft) Figure of Merit
M
considerinng the quality metrics
m
SNR, CNR,
C
ENL andd EEI (in the S
Set 1) of the beest digital filterr
methods. (Righht) Figure of Merit
M
consideringg the quality meetrics SNR, CN
NR, ENL (in thee Set 2) of the bbest digital filterr methods.

CONCLUSIIONS
We propose a new specklee reduction prrocess that com
mbines 2D dig
gital filtering and wavelet ccompounding
g of pairs of B
scans. The evvaluation of thhis strategy with
w several setts of dermatollogical OCT images
i
showss an improvem
ment in all thee
quality metriics used in thhe study (SNR
R, CNR, ENL
L and EEI). The
T combinattion of the 2D
D ES filter and
a the WMF
F
compoundingg filter offeredd the best resuult. Further woork must be done
d
consideriing the evaluaation of other compoundingg
algorithms annd global com
mputing perforrmance issuess of the globall process. Thee qualitative aassessment by
y specialists iss
also needed too confirm thatt the proposedd enhancemennt scheme help
ps in the diagnnosis of skin ddiseases.
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